
Winter fun with the Beekins!

1. Adjective

2. Adjective

3. Noun

4. Food

5. Noun - Plural

6. Noun - Plural

7. Noun

8. Adjective

9. Noun

10. Number

11. Noun

12. Verb - Present Ends In S

13. Noun

14. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

15. Adjective

16. Noun - Plural

17. Verb - Base Form

18. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

19. Adjective

20. Adjective

21. Noun - Plural

22. Noun - Plural

23. Noun - Plural
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24. Food

25. Adjective

26. Adjective

27. Adjective

28. Noun

29. Number

30. Number

31. Part Of Body

32. Clothing

33. Part Of Body

34. Noun - Plural

35. Adjective

36. Noun

37. Adjective

38. Noun

39. Noun

40. Adjective

41. Adjective

42. Noun

43. Adjective

44. Adjective

45. Adjective

46. Food

47. Adjective

48. Adjective



Winter fun with the Beekins!

It was a snowy and runny day in Naia Green. Fluffy white snow covered the ground and trees, making

everything look Adjective and Adjective . All of the Beekins were busy and hard at work

preparing for the upcoming winter festivities ! Decorations had to be made and hung, snow Noun built

and snowballs ready to be thrown. Cookies needed baking and gingerbread Food needed to be made.

The Welcomers were at their Welcome Mat handing out hot cuppas to the new arrivals. They were dressed up in

festive Noun - Plural , in sweaters with Noun - Plural or Noun trees stitched on the front

with Adjective .

The Eventers were at the Enclave, carefully crafting snowballs for an upcoming Noun fight ! There

were so many wonderful events planned. There was Elf Herding and Number Word Story,

Noun Verb - Present ends in S and Noun Verb - Present ends in ING .

The Bugges were in the Cavern, huddled up warm and Adjective , while testing the festive

Noun - Plural . Each and every one had to sparkle and shine, but if one didn't light they made sure to

Verb - Base Form it.

The Scribes were in their Office, Verb - Present ends in ING together banners to be hung announcing the

upcoming



festivities. They were working on festive Adjective codes to be translated by the elves.

The Pixels in their Studio, designing the most Adjective gingerbread Noun - Plural . What type of

icing should they use ? How many Noun - Plural and Noun - Plural Food did they need to

go on their creation

The Masons in the Workshop, were putting together the Adjective snowfort. They had all the pieces they

needed. Adjective and Adjective blocks of snow and Noun , they just couldn't agree on

how to get it set up just right.

The Helpers were at their Centre, busy answering important questions. Do you need to use Number or

Number snowballs to build a snowman ? Coal or buttons for Part of Body ? Do they need a

Clothing and pipe ?

The Guardians were busy decorating their Hall from head to Part of Body . Candy Noun - Plural and

loudly Adjective bells hung from the walls and Noun , announcing everyone who entered They

were busy at work and also making sure some Adjective furres didn't throw snow Noun at those

who were innocently walking by

The



Beekin Teachers were at the Lounge, all gathered together to discuss how just how well the festivities would go.

They had taught the Beekins all they knew, from snow Noun building to creating Adjective

snowforts. Though their speciality was in baking Adjective Noun . They couldn't wait to see

what everyone would come up with.

The FLUFF Pit was filled with green and red pillows, with Adjective candy canes and presents. The

Coffee House served Adjective eggnog and Adjective Food cake. Furres went skating

on the river and by Vinca Falls.

As the festivities began, everyone was excited ! The Beekins would play until late into the night. At the end of

the day they'd all settle down with a Adjective cuppa, maybe even a pongo juice, and a very, very large

slice of Adjective cake.
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